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Fluid channels with inclined solid walls (e.g. cone- and slit-shaped pores) have wide and

promising applications in micro- and nano-engineering and science. In this paper, we use

molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to investigate the mechanisms of water infiltration

(adsorption) into cone-shaped nanopores made of a hydrophobic graphene sheet. When the apex

angle is relatively small, an external pressure is required to initiate infiltration and the pressure

should keep increasing in order to further advance the water front inside the nanopore.

By enlarging the apex angle, the pressure required for sustaining infiltration can be effectively

lowered. When the apex angle is sufficiently large, under ambient condition water can

spontaneously infiltrate to a certain depth of the nanopore, after which an external pressure is

still required to infiltrate more water molecules. The unusual involvement of both spontaneous

and pressure-assisted infiltration mechanisms in the case of blunt nanocones, as well as other

unique nanofluid characteristics, is explained by the Young’s relation enriched with the size

effects of surface tension and contact angle in the nanoscale confinement.

Introduction

In the past decade, nanofluidics1–3 has attracted significant

interest owing to its strong relevance to biological transport,

drug delivery, sensing, energy dissipation, conversion and

storage, environmental science and engineering, etc. 4–8 Two

fundamental physical processes are generally involved,

namely, the filtration (sorption) of fluids into nanopores and

the transport of fluids inside nanopores. Both of them are

closely associated with the unique molecular interactions

between the solid and liquid phases,9 the structural10 and

energetic11 differences between the bulk and confined states

of the liquids, as well as the physical properties of solids

(e.g. partial charge and surface roughness12–15) and liquids

(e.g. ionization16,17).

Most previous studies of nanofluidics were limited to nano-

channels with an invariant circular cross-section along the

axial direction, e.g. carbon nanotubes (CNTs).18–21 Nano-

channels with inclined solid walls, such as conical nanopores,

are much less studied where the available literature was mainly

focused on transport behavior.22 Note that conical pores with

somewhat larger dimensions have been employed in many

innovative ways, such as DNA sensing,23 ionic oscillation,24

particle trapping25 and pumped cooling loops,26 among

others. To further expand such capabilities to nanofluidic

devices, it is important to understand the fundamental nano-

fluid behaviors, including infiltration mechanisms, in conical

nanochannels.

There are two distinctive geometrical factors contributing to

the infiltration of nanofluids into conical nanopores. First, the

inclination angle of the solid wall should play an important

role, as it does at the continuum level.27,28 According to the

classical Young’s relation, the infiltration of water into

tube-shaped capillaries (with invariant cross-section) requires

an external pressure (usually termed as the infiltration

pressure, Pin) when the solid phase is hydrophobic,w but can

occur spontaneously (Pin r 0) when the solid phase is hydro-

philic. For capillaries with inclined walls, this infiltration

pressure is determined not only by the contact angle, but also

by the inclination angle of the solid wall.27,28 The competition

between spontaneous infiltration and pressure-assisted

infiltration is one of the main focuses of this paper.

Second, with the varying cross-section of a conical pore, the

size effects of contributing variables (e.g. contact angle9 and

surface tension) are varied as the fluid front advances, which

may yield observations unique to the nanoscale. While the

nanofluid behaviors are governed by established physics laws,

e.g. the Young’s relation for infiltration11 and Poiseuille’s

relation for transport,29 the size effects of system variables

(molecular structure,30 contact angle,9 velocity profile29 and

surface tension, among others) may strongly affect the

physical processes. It is therefore important to understand

the trend of those physical properties with respect to the

characteristic length of the nanoscale confinement.

Model and method

In this study, we use molecular dynamics (MD) to explore

useful insights into the complex behaviors of liquid infiltration

into cone-shaped nanopores, in particular the profound

yet fundamental influences of the inclination angle and

varying pore size. The simulations are performed using the
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w A solid phase is hydrophilic if a water droplet resting on a flat
surface of the solid has a contact angle smaller than 901. For a
hydrophobic solid phase, the contact angle is larger than 901.
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LAMMPS31 (large-scale atomic/molecular massively parallel

simulator) package, with the NVT ensemble and the

temperature fixed at 300 K. Water is considered as the liquid

phase and carbon nanocone32 (CNC) is adopted as a model

structure of the cone-shaped nanopore. A carbon nanocone

(Fig. 1), rolled up from a cropped graphene sheet, is

characterized by two geometrical parameters, the half apex

angle, a, and the height, H. Four representative values of a are

adopted (9.6, 19.5, 30 and 41.81) to account for a relatively

large variation of the apex angle. CNTs of varying diameters

are analyzed to represent the case with a = 01. Furthermore,

different values of H are also taken into account. In all these

cases, the pore diameter, D, is adopted as the characteristic

length, which, according to Fig. 1, is a function of the depth

(distance from the pore opening), h, as well as a and H.

The interatomic van der Waals interaction is described

by the Lennard–Jones (LJ) empirical forcefield, U(r) =

4e[(s/r)12 � (s/r)6], where r denotes the distance between

atoms, and e and s are energy and length parameters, respec-

tively. Water molecules are modeled by the rigid extended

simple point charge potential SPC/E,33 while the carbon–

oxygen LJ parameters are extracted from the experimental

low-coverage isotherm data of oxygen adsorption on

graphite.34 By using these molecular models and parameters,

the graphene used as the raw material for building CNTs and

CNCs is ensured to be physically hydrophobic.9

Fig. 1 illustrates the computational model. A nanocone,

assumed to be rigid, is fixed in space with its opening end

immersed in a reservoir (45 � 45 � 35 Å) filled with the water

phase.z The top and bottom surfaces of the reservoir are

bounded by two rigid planes, with the upper one fixed and

the lower one movable to mimic a piston. A periodic boundary

condition is imposed on the four lateral planes of the

computational cell. Initially, the opening of the nanocone is

covered by a rigid lid, and a specific number (about 2400) of

water molecules are placed in the reservoir such that the

pressure inside is close to zero (ambient) after equilibrium.

Next, the lid is removed, and upon reaching the new

equilibrium state, one could explore whether the liquid

molecules could spontaneously infiltrate the nanocone without

any external force applied. Further, as the piston is moved

upwards and the reservoir volume is reduced, a relationship is

measured between the elevated reservoir pressure and the

number of infiltrated water molecules. The loading is carried

out in a quasi-static manner, as the piston’s position is held for

a sufficiently long time after each loading increment to allow

system equilibration.y The water pressure, P, is thereby

evaluated for all loading steps according to the immediate

density of water inside the reservoir, r, namely, P = 0.1 +

298(r7.15 � 1) where P has the units MPa and r is in units

of g cm�3.35

Results and discussion

Based on our MD results, a significant a–dependency accom-

panying the nanofluid infiltration into cone-shaped nanopores

is unveiled. At ambient condition (without external force),

Fig. 2 shows the equilibrium positions of water front for

various a (including a nanotube with a equals to zero). For

nanocones with small apex angles, water molecules are

expelled outside, suggesting that external assistance is needed

to initiate infiltration. In the case of blunt nanocones,

nevertheless, spontaneous infiltration occurs despite the

hydrophobic nature of the solid phase, making the nanocones

nominally hydrophilic.z Interestingly, spontaneous infiltration

does not wet the entire nanocone in these cases; the invaded

water front stops at a particular height, which corresponds to

a pore diameter of about 19 Å for a = 301 and about 11.4 Å

for a = 41.81 (for all H studied).

In all cases, further infiltration of water molecules is assisted

by the external pressure imposed to the system. The effects of

the geometrical constraints are evident when one compares the

pressure–infiltration relationships between a nanotube and a

nanocone. Fig. 3 plots the number of infiltrated water

Fig. 1 The computational model. A carbon nanocone (CNC) char-

acterized by a andH is fixed in space, with its opening end immersed in

a reservoir filled with water molecules. The upper rigid plane is fixed

while the lower one is movable for adjusting the pressure inside the

reservoir. A periodic boundary condition is applied to the four lateral

faces of the computational cell.

z This system has been verified to provide consistent results as the size
of computational cell is varied; that is, the computed results (e.g. water
pressure) have negligible difference if more water molecules are
involved in the system.

y System equilibrium in this study is defined as a sufficiently equili-
brated state where the kinetic energy of water molecules inside the
reservoir is quite uniform. It usually takes several hundreds of
picoseconds to a few nanoseconds to regain the equilibrium after the
piston is moved and fixed at a new position.
z A nanopore is nominally hydrophilic if water can spontaneously
infiltrate the nanopore. When the cross-section of nanopore is
invariant, the hydrophobicity (hydrophobic or hydrophilic nature)
of a nanotube is determined by that of the solid phase. However, such
correspondence breaks down for nanopores with varying cross-sections.
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molecules in response to the applied pressure for a (10,10)

armchair nanotube and a nanocone with a = 9.61, both of

which expel water under ambient conditions. For the nano-

tube, the infiltration behavior follows the classical Young’s

relation, i.e. infiltration becomes spontaneous after a critical

pressure, Pin, is attained. By contrast, in the nanocone, the

pressure keeps increasing in a nonlinear fashion due to the

varying pore size.

In order to more systematically investigate both sponta-

neous and pressure-assisted infiltration behaviors, in Fig. 4 we

plot the relationship of pressure versus the pore diameter

accessible to the infiltrated water front, as a is varied.

The result effectively reveals the combined effects of wall

inclination and pore size variation on the nanofluid infiltration

(while the variation of H is found to have negligible effect).

First, for all nanocones studied in this paper, the pressure

required for sustaining infiltration increases as the pore size

is reduced, which is similar to the trend of the nanotube

(a = 01, solid square symbols in Fig. 4). Second, enlarging

the apex angle always leads to lowered pressure for any given

pore size. Third and most interestingly, when the apex angle is

large, the pressure–pore size curve tends to intersect with the

P = 0 axis, reflecting the unusual mechanism transition

(namely, spontaneous infiltration followed by pressure-

assisted infiltration) observed for blunt nanocones. These

interesting phenomena can be explained only by classical

theories enriched with the size effects unique to the nanoscale,

elaborated below.

From the energy point of view, there are two terms

competing during the process of fluid infiltration into cone-

shaped nanopores, one associated with the liquid–solid

interface and the other related to the liquid–vacuum interface

(inset of Fig. 5). Denoting the surface energy per unit area of

these two interfaces as gLS and gLV, respectively, both of them

Fig. 2 The position of water front when no external pressure is

applied. (a–b) Infiltration is prohibited for a (10,10) CNT and a CNC

with a = 19.51 (and similarly for all the other CNTs tested and for

CNCs with smaller angles (not shown)). (c–d) Infiltration sponta-

neously initiates for the two CNCs with a equal to 30 and 41.81. Note

that, for blunt CNCs, the water front could only access a critical pore

diameter (regardless of H) as identified in the figure.

Fig. 3 The number of infiltrated water molecules in response to the

applied pressure. The curve for CNT features a plateau at a critical

pressure (Pin), while that for CNC increases nonlinearly. The first and

second indices of the CNC show its a and H, respectively.

Fig. 4 The pressure-pore size relationship which depicts the external

pressure required to infiltrate water molecules to a certain pore

diameter accessible by the water front. The relationship is shown to

be insensitive to the cone height, H. All symbols are from MD

simulation while the lines are from the theoretical Young’s relation

(enriched with the nanoscale size effects). For nanotubes (square solid

symbols) Pin is uniquely identified according to the diameter. For each

nanocone, the pressure is dependent on the infiltration depth

(or volume, see Fig. 3) and therefore the pore size reached by the

water front. The critical pore sizes identified for spontaneous

infiltration in Fig. 2, 11.4 Å and 19 Å, are marked by the two symbols

lying on the axis of P = 0.

Fig. 5 The size effects of surface tension and contact angle involved

in nanofluid infiltration. The inset shows a schematic illustration of the

infiltration into cone-shaped nanopores.
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are positive given the hydrophobic solid phase, indicating that

the expansion of such interfaces is energetically unfavorable.

Thus, as the water front advances in a conical nanopore, the

reduction of the liquid–vacuum interface energy must, to some

extent, offset the energy increase due to the expanding

liquid–solid interface. In this competition, the apex angle

is a critical variable as it determines the relative shrinkage/

expansion rates of the two interfaces. When a is large enough,

the reduction of the liquid–vacuum interface energy

dominates, making the spontaneous infiltration energetically

favorable. Likewise, pressure-assisted infiltration is easier in

blunt nanocones.

Mathematically, the equilibrium of a meniscus inside a

nanocone should take the form of P = �4gLV cos(y � a)/D,

known as the Young’s relation, where y denotes the contact

angle (between 901 and 1801 for hydrophobic solids, inset of

Fig. 5). Note that a largely determines the shape of the

meniscus and the associated infiltration mechanism; a positive

pressure is needed when y � a 4 901, and spontaneous

infiltration occurs when y � a r 901. This Young’s relation

qualitatively matches the trend observed in Fig. 4: first,

P is inversely proportional to D; second, in the case of

pressure-assisted infiltration, larger a results in lowered

pressure for any given D.

Despite these qualitative matches, one critical phenomenon

remains unexplained. That is, for a given combination of

liquid and solid, once the cone apex angle 2a is specified and

the contact angle y is taken as that between the two bulk

phases (and thus a constant), according to the Young’s

relation, the infiltration should be either spontaneous or

pressure-assisted, and no transition like that observed for

blunt nanocones should occur. This infers that the contact

angle, y must be size-dependent at the nanoscale. Such a size

effect echoes the fact that, as the water front advances in a

cone-shaped nanopore, both the liquid–vacuum interface and

liquid–solid interfaces undergo substantial geometrical

changes, leading to the size effects of interface energies and

therefore the size effect of the contact angle.

In order to quantify the size effects involved in the current

investigation, we first examine the infiltration into nanotubes

of various characteristic sizes theoretically. The Young’s

relation becomes P = Pin = �4gLS/D, by letting a = 01

and using the equilibrium relationship, gLS = gLV cosy. Based
on MD simulation results (solid square symbols in Fig. 4), gLS
can be obtained as a function of the tube size, D, plotted in

Fig. 5. Such variation results from the size effects of both the

liquid–solid binding energy and the surface energy of

free-standing water droplets.

For nanocones, the Young’s relation can be rewritten as

P = �4gLS cos(y � a)/D cosy; with the term gLS(D) calibrated

above, by fitting the MD simulations in Fig. 4, one can obtain

the size-dependent values of y which are also plotted in Fig. 5.

The result reflects a significant trend of increasing contact

angle with decreasing size, which qualitatively matches the size

effects of contact angle of water droplet on flat graphene.9

Incorporating these size effects, the resulting theoretical

predictions (the size effect-enriched Young’s relation where

both gLS and y depend onD) shown in Fig. 4 (thin lines) match

the MD simulation results quite well. Moreover, such size

effects are identified as the mechanism responsible for

the transition between spontaneous and pressure-assisted

infiltration in blunt nanocones.

Conclusion

To summarize, we carried out a MD study on the fundamental

behaviors of water infiltration into hydrophobic cone-shaped

nanopores. The main findings include: (1) under ambient

conditions, the applied pressure needs to be higher than a

critical infiltration pressure such that water molecules may

flow into a nanotube, and such infiltration pressure is higher

for smaller tube. (2) Under ambient conditions, when the apex

angle of a nanocone is large, spontaneous infiltration initiates

despite the hydrophobic nature of the solid phase; however,

water molecules can only access a particular pore size and

cannot wet the entire nanocone. This implies an interesting

transition between the spontaneous infiltration (nominally

hydrophilic) and pressure-assisted infiltration (nominally

hydrophobic) mechanisms. Furthermore, with the same blunt

cone angle, a long nanocone and a short nanocone

(with a pore opening smaller than the critical pore size that

water can access under ambient conditions) may exhibit

distinct wetting properties. (3) Further infiltration has to be

assisted by an external pressure, and a higher pressure is

required such that the water front may access a smaller pore

size (i.e. advance further) in the nanocone. (4) Enlarging the

apex angle always leads to lowered pressure to reach the same

pore size and therefore easier infiltration. These phenomena

can be explained by using the Young’s relation enriched with

nanoscale size effects, where both the liquid–solid interface

tension and contact angle depend on the characteristic length.

It is found that both the surface tension and contact angle

increase as the size is reduced. The unique mechanisms

revealed in this paper may contribute to the understanding

and prediction of nanofluid infiltration into nanopores with

more general cross-sections (slit-shaped, etc.), as well as help

to design nanostructured surfaces with hydrophobic–

hydrophilic (or wetting–nonwetting) transition capabilities.
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